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Search advertising is one of the original digital ad 
formats, with the first search auction taking place many 
years ago. From a global perspective, search holds by 
far the largest share of digital advertising budgets, with 
nearly half of the total pie but in Belgium it’s not the 
case yet. Today, Search represents 33% of the total 
online investments, which is comparable to Social media.  

Search will definitely continue to grow in the coming 
years. The reasons are numerous. Over the past few 
years, the amount of search innovation allowed brands 
to tackle a myriad of different goals through their 
search campaigns – from generating sales, to driving 
awareness. Search advertising of 2018 is not just the 
same old search.

One of the many ways that search advertising has evolved over the past few years is its shift 
towards mobile devices. This follows shifts in consumer search activity. Today, 40% of search 
advertising revenues come from mobile search clicks, and the trend is unlikely to reverse anytime 
soon as an increasing number of global consumers are not just mobile first, but mobile only.

BE - Growth (%) Desktop Mobile Total
Search -4% 32% 8%
Video 11% 57% 25%
Display -3% 10% -1%
Other -6% 0% -6%
Social 6% 54% 46%
Total -2% 46% 16%

Belgian Search Advertising Growth (%) – € 201 million in 2017

Source : IPG Mediabrands 

Search is no longer just a few sponsored links above 
organic search results. Search advertising now means all 
of the following and more:

• Audience Targeting
• Voice Search
• Local/Geolocation Search
• Product Search/Shopping Ads
• Enhanced and Rich Search Engine Results
• Visual Search
• Chat Bots

Search Advertising Overview 

The Rise of Mobile Search 

Belgium
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By market, search advertising mirrors the overall 

digital advertising economy, namely that the US 

and China are substantially ahead of everybody 

else. The United States ($47 billion) and China 

($25 billion) combine to represent 62% of the 

global search advertising economy. For context, 

they combine to represent 58% of global digital 

advertising dollars. This means they slightly 

over-index in search, primarily because China 

is so search-heavy. This is because there isn’t 

just core search led by Baidu, but also some 

spend from Alibaba product listing ads and 

other formats in our Chinese search values. That 

pushes search to dominate the Chinese digital 

landscape even more than search usually does 

on a global basis.

Beyond the top two, there are the usual 

suspects, namely the large markets in Western 

Europe, along with Japan, Canada, Australia, 

and Brazil. Only thirteen global markets have 

more than $1bn in search advertising spend, so 

market scale quickly drops off beyond the top 

global markets.

Because the large search markets are so 

dominant, that also means that search’s robust 

growth is coming from those large mature 

markets. Search growth isn’t a question of 

extremely high growth rates from a large 

number of small undeveloped markets buoying 

the overall slow pace of growth from developed 

countries. Growth in the US and China is strong, 

and is expected to remain so for the next five 

years.

Largest Search Markets 2018 ($bn)

Given the important amount of innovation in search, and its critical position in the lives of 
consumers, it’s no surprise that search advertising dominates advertiser budgets in many 
countries. What used to be a simple paid text ad on top of organic results now encompasses 
almost every consumer activity. Learning, finding, buying, and so many more fundamental digital 
experiences start (and frequently end) with search advertising.

Advertisers know that Search generates leads and business, and that’s why they continue to pile 
money into search advertising. In Western Europe, the UK is by far the largest search advertising 
market, with $8,3 billion of search spending, but there are markets with $1bn+ of search 
advertising spending like France (€1,9 bn) or Italy (€1bn). 

Search Spend is Highly Concentrated

Search: a key component of 
Advertiser’s Budgets 

MARKET SHARE OF SEARCH ADVERTISING 2018

Western Europe
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 Search engines are trying to aid consumers and make their digital journeys more convenient. 
Whether that means finding the right information or searching for products, if the search engine 
can provide a streamlined and helpful experience, consumers are more likely to return. Most 
interactions between consumers and search engines are not revenue generating, resulting in 
either an organic click, or even no click.

Over the past couple of years, there has been a key shift in search dynamics: the rise of no-click 
searches. That is especially true on mobile, where more than 60% of searches result in no click. 
This is because search engines have put significant work into answering consumer questions, 
sometimes directly in the search engine results page through an enhanced result. For that 
reason, frequently consumers feel no need to click through to a site since their question has 
already been answered.

Search Click Dynamics

 One way in which search advertising (and most direct 
advertising formats) differ from other formats is in the 
low barrier to entry. Unlike television, where creative can 
cost thousands or even millions of dollars, and where 
single advertisements on primetime represent large 
investments, search advertising can be done even with 
tiny budgets.

For this reason, small and medium businesses (SMB) 
have embraced direct advertising formats and especially 
search advertising. Not only are they not disadvantaged 
by having a small budget, but they can also target local 
advertisements with extreme precision. Finally, many 
search formats still require very little in the way of 
creative assets.

The future of search 

Worldwide trends

63%
53% 50%

2%

2% 3%

35%
45% 47%

2016 2017 2018

Global Search Queries by Outcome

No Click

Paid Click

Organic Click

34%
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34%

40%
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61%

2016 2017 2018

Share of No-Click Searches

Desktop Mobile

66%

39%

4%

3%

30%

58%

Desktop Mobile

Query Result Outcome by Device 2018

Organic Click Paid Click No Click

17%

83%

Search Spend Share by Advertiser Size

Big Brands SMB

1.32%
1.40%

1.94%
1.86%

Desktop Mobile

Click Through Rate

0.75 

0.61 

0.82 

0.63 

Desktop Mobile

Overall Cost Per Click
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As technology evolves, so does the way people find and 
connect with the things that matter to them.  Google 
remains King (for now at least) but alarmingly for our 
Sovereign, parts of its ream are under siege. It’s crucial 
that brands keep up with what’s happening across the 
search kingdom and form strong alliances with these 
‘invaders’ – in these complex times, backing one horse is 
not an option.

The defragmentation of search

For the best part of the last 20 years, when consumers 
have needed to find something on the internet, they 
have turned to Google – treasuring its ability to sort 
and order the entire web’s content, providing the most 
relevant results. For a long time, its reign remained 
unthreatened.

But, thanks to a combination of technology advances 
and changes in user behaviour (driven by a desire for 
more exact search results) – the landscape is changing. 
Google originally got ahead of other search engines due 
to the quality of the results it provided, but now other 
platforms provide better results and user experiences 
for specific types of search intent.

Let’s consider 4 areas of search where traditional 
Google search is no longer superior.

Functional Search

There’s an endless amount of mind-boggling 
stats around YouTube usage, here are two:

• Monthly desktop visits are 5.3% higher on 
YouTube.com than Google.com according to 
SimilarWeb

• Average YouTube mobile session is 40 
minutes, and YouTube now reaches more 18 
to 49-year-olds than any single US cable 
network (source)

Google CEO Sundar Pichai speculated as to why 
this was; “People turn to YouTube when they 
want to research, buy or fix a product. Mobile 
watch time for apparel videos has doubled this 
year and videos about toys have also doubled.”

YouTube is the perfect vehicle for all of the 
functional ‘how to’-style content that brands 
are creating in order to reach consumers. If you 

were wondering how to make chicken katsu curry, 
or how to do a deadlift, would search via Google, 
or YouTube?

Key advice: SEO for YouTube

• Again, titles, descriptions, keywords and 
tags should be optimised towards relevant 
keywords

• Improve user retention with interactive end 
cards, YouTube Cards & annotations and 
playlists

• A big ranking factor in YouTube is view count 
as it looks to engagement as a yardstick 
for quality – a tactical use of paid YouTube 
support can help to set a video on the path to 
ranking organically

• Don’t rule out long-form content – a third of 
all YouTube viewing comes from videos that 
are 20 minutes or longer

Transactional Search

Amazon has overtaken Google as the place people 
start when searching for a product to buy online. In 
2016, 52% of people said they started by searching for 
products on Amazon, versus 26% of people who started 
out on a search engine. It looks like consumers have 
decided that it provides a better user experience when it 
comes to finding what they want to buy quickly. 

Key advice: SEO for E-tailers

• Content fundamentals are still important – 
including relevant keywords in titles, bullet-pointed 
descriptions and in product page search terms

• Take advantage of structured data – Amazon details 
exactly what information it requires for products 
through prescribed detail fields, in a similar way to 
how search engine structured data works

• Conversion rate takes the place of site authority 
– whereas links make the difference in traditional 
SEO, Amazon pays attention to conversion rate as 
a ranking factor. That means ensuring compelling 
content in the form of images and positive reviews. 
Amazon’s new A+ Enhanced Marketing Content 
pages are another way to ensure compelling content.

DECENTRALISED SEARCH: HOW SEO HAS GONE 
BEYOND GOOGLE

Enhanced Search Engine Results
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We have seen that search behaviour 
has fragmented onto various platforms, 
and as a result, SEO strategy is moving 
away from a one-dimensional approach 

(which was sufficient for Google) 
to a new multi-touchpoint one. As 

twechnology and consumer behaviour 
moves on, this is a trend that will only 

grow – and we’ll have to evolve our SEO 
approach on an ongoing basis as new 

search touchpoints emerge. 

The Internet of Things will also play its 
part. In a world in which your fridge 
can tell you that you’re nearly out of 
milk, you can ask your car for local 

restaurant recommendations and walk 
into a shopping centre and have a 

virtual personal assistant direct you 
to the best deals, brands will need to 

ensure that they are present and stand 
out when consumers subliminally or 

consciously desire something that they 
as a brand can fulfil. 

In the same way that, fifteen years 
ago, brands learned to optimise their 

content to have it indexed and ranked in 
Google’s search results, new techniques 

will develop to ensure that brands 
can permeate this Internet of Things 

successfully.

Informational Search

Google has confirmed that 20% of search queries on its app and Android devices are voice 
searches. Meanwhile, a recent study predicted that by 2019, 20% of all smartphone interactions 
will take place via virtual personal assistants like Siri, Google Assistant, Alexa and Cortana. Of 
these, only Google Assistant takes its results from Google, with the other three using Bing.

Key advice: SEO for Voice Search and Virtual Personal Assistants

• Optimise content for search engine answer boxes – voice search queries are typically longer 
and more question-led, in pursuit of a direct answer, optimising content to directly answer 
questions can help to position a brand in the answer box

• Embrace structured data – search engines use structured data to help understand websites 
by providing explicit directions as to the meaning of a page. For example, for a recipe page, 
structured data outlines ingredients, cooking time, calories etc. Since voice search queries 
are typically seeking a specific detail, using structured data is a good way to signpost search 
engines in the direction of these details

• Think local – a Google study found that 40% of adults use voice search to ask for directions 
meaning brands need to ensure they’re optimised on all sources of location data, which takes 
us to the final point…

Navigational Search

Google search interest in ‘near me’ has increased 34X since 2011 as consumers turn to search 

in their I-want-to-go micro-moments. Search engines and VPAs prioritise local results as they 

recognise a significant number of searches contain local intent, and as such, it is important to 

ensure location data is accurate.

Key advice: SEO for Local Search

• Ensure consistent, widespread location data – search engines like consistency, so make sure 

address details are identical across all local listing platforms such as Yelp, Google, Bing & 

Apple Maps, Foursquare and Yahoo Local

• Provide as much detail as possible – include descriptions, photos and frequent updates to 

help search engines know what your business is all about

• Amass positive reviews – like with Amazon products, businesses which have strong 

engagement rates in the form of positive reviews are prioritised in search results.

WHAT NEXT?
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Search is a tool for consumers to discover information and streamline the 
workings of their lives. It’s about convenience, and finding out what is 
needed right now, as fast and as easily as possible. With the rapid transition 
to mobile devices, voice search has gained in appeal and convenience. Within 
five years, the majority of searches will be executed through voice rather 
than text. 

There are several key differences between voice and text searches based 
on consumer behaviors thus far. Text searches are typically two or three 
keywords; voice searches are typically longer, sometimes greater than ten 
keywords. This is due to the ease of entering a more complex search string 
by voice, especially on mobile devices. 

Furthermore, there are a ton of indications about consumer behavior and 
what they want that can be gleaned from what they’re saying (more so than 
from a text string). For example, consumers asking the difference between 
two things are likely just investigating. On the other hand, if consumers ask 
how much something costs, or how is something purchased, then they’re 
likely much lower in the purchase funnel and closer to that buying decision.

Voice search complicates the landscape 
for publishers as well; in order to be 
one of the top results in a voice search 
oriented internet one has to write content 
in a conversational voice that answers 
anticipated questions succinctly. 

Voice search is also spreading far beyond 
smartphones, with smart devices and 
digital assistants in homes empowering 
voice search across multiple devices. 
Over 50 million smart speakers will be 
sold by the end of this year overall. 
Furthermore, the significant investment 
into smart speakers and rudimentary 
AI devices suggests the momentum of 
voice search will only strengthen. This 
is not least because of stats like 82% of 
Amazon Echo owners subscribe to Prime, 
and other integrated benefits of that 
continuing investment.

The penetration of voice assistants in US homes is 
led by Amazon Echo at 10%, followed by Google 
Home at 4%, and Microsoft Cortana at 2%.

The most commonly purchased items through 
voice speakers are grocery, followed by 
entertainment and electronics (in that order).

Nearly 30% of mobile searches are now done via voice. 
Predictions go as high as 50% of searches will be done 
through voice commands by 2020 (ComScore).

Voice product purchases typically default to 
Amazon Choice or equivalent. Choice status boosts 
sales by 3x, and 85% of consumers select the 
product that is suggested.

Voice commerce resulted in $1.8bn of sales in 
2017; 5% of consumers are now using voice 
shopping. Amazon Echo was the top selling 
Amazon item over the holidays.

Search has traditionally been the digital gateway to
purchases for consumers. It is no surprise that product
listing advertising is a critical and growing part of search
advertising, accessing consumers at the point of sale.

While there was initial hesitation amongst some 
ecommerce platforms and also brands about the 
consumer response to sponsored products, consumers
have not pushed back on paid listings. Not only are
sponsored product advertisements some of the highest
sales per click ad formats, but the model has also been
vetted thoroughly in international markets. Chinese
consumers, for example, have responded positively to
Alibaba’s Product Listing Ads. Those aren’t just paid
products on top of the organic search listings on the
ecommerce portal either, but rather the majority of the
listings are ordered based on brand payments. Like in
almost every digital environment, consumers have
prioritized convenience and a streamlined experience
more than any other factor. At the end of the day, search
is a way for people to get stuff done digitally, and easier 
is better.

Shopping ads grew by 59% in 2017, more than 5x as fast as 
standard text ads growth. 

Growth in shopping ads is expected to be even higher this 
year as most eCommerce brands embrace the format. 

Looking only at non-brand keywords, Google shopping ads 
generated 82% of total retail clicks in the quarter, up from 
75% a year ago. 

Amazon Sponsored Product ads saw 165% growth in Q2 
2018, with Headline Search Ads also up 162% y/y. 

Sponsored Product ads are the lion’s share of Amazon 
product listing ad spend, representing 82% of total spend. 

Sponsored Product ads generate the highest sales per click of 
all shopping ad formats.

Furthermore, in the current environment of highly
scrutinized marketing budgets, digital measurement
struggles, and CMOs needing to be able to point to the
impact of every marketing dollar spent, search and more
specifically product listing ads are some of the easiest to
tie directly to sales.

The popularity of shopping and product listing ads 
also ties into the enhanced search advertising results 
discussed previously. With the ability of retailers to not 
just create standard creative associated with certain 
keywords, but instead upload their entire catalog and 
have different elements dynamically respond to keyword 
queries, both improves the quality of the experience for 
consumers and enhances the impact from the point of 
view of the advertiser.

59%

11%

Shopping Ads Standard Text Ads

2017 Search Ad Format Growth

E-Commerce and Search Voice Search
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The goal of search for brands is to create 
the smoothest path between consumer 
desire and the point of purchase. To 
a consumer, however, search is about 
convenience. Much like voice search has 
augmented the power of mobile device 
searching and streamlined the user 
interface, so will visual search do the same. 
Sight is one of the most powerful and 
complicated ways for consumers to take in 
information, and computers are just at the 
precipice of being able to harness some of 
that information. 

Products like Google Lens, Pinterest Lens, 
and Bing Visual Search are harnessing 
those visual signals for consumers. This 

is at the least an automatic image search. 
At its most powerful, however, visual 
search takes into account the context 
of the image, the geolocation at which 
it was taken and what that means about 
the consumer’s intentions. For example, 
taking a picture of a famous landmark 
can produce search results about events 
that happened there. Pictures of a local 
restaurant, however, can produce local 
results such as opening hours and whether 
your friends have visited in the past. 

While the primary use at the moment 
is retail, finding out information about 
products in the wild, it can extend beyond 
that as the technology develops. You no 
longer have to search an entire image as 
the query and submit the whole thing, you 

can instead focus down on a single portion of an image 
and search for a single item or object. 

Pinterest released some statistics about their Lens 
product. Between its launch in 2017 (when there were 
250 million visual searches per month) and its 1 year 
anniversary, there was a 140% increase in total visual 
searches, to reach 600 million per month. In context of 
total Pinterest activity, that is significantly faster growth, 
and approaching double digit percentage of total 
searches on Pinterest.

 There are significant headwinds in terms of 
site construction to accommodate visual search 
appropriately. Just like sites have to be written differently 
to accommodate voice search, imagery and website 
infrastructure will have to shift over time as visual search 
becomes more and more prevalent. 

Furthermore, there is some potential cannibalization 
between voice and image search, and traditional 
advertising revenues. For example, some of the 
enhanced search results has diverted traffic away from 
sites because search engines put information directly 
into the enhanced search field. For websites whose 
business model relies on providing information for 
free in exchange for serving ads, the drastic decline in 
traffic that can come with enhanced search results will 
significantly impact the business. 

Beyond simple information, things such as restaurant 
reviews, information about public figures, recipes, and 
anything else for which enhanced search can put the 
information directly into the search results without 
organically going all the way to the site, search engines 
can interfere significantly with ad-supported properties. 
In the long run, the proliferation of this type of search 
engine interaction could decrease the quality and 
breadth of new digital content.

Visual Search

250

600

Feb. 2017F eb. 2018

Pinterest Monthly Visual Searches (Millions)
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Integrated Teams: Second, our teams are fully integrated

– with search and social expertise on individual clients 
sitting beside and working closely together with one 
another. Additionally, we realize digital efforts sit within 
context to wider media and marketing efforts – so 
integrated planning, execution, and optimization is in our 
DNA and at the core of everything we hope to achieve for 
our clients.

Start with Strategic Frameworks: No doubt, search 
engines provide the clearest reflection of consumer 
intent, as nothing is clearer about what a person 
needs than a search query. Similarly, we can explore, 
identify, and evaluate key passions, themes, topics, and 
behaviors of consumers based upon their social activity. 
Our strategists understand how to put these elements 
together – and work with our teams to create holistic 
frameworks for initial activations.

 Activate intelligently: Reprise Digital has developed 
a proprietary framework, called Encore+, which is 
designed to maximize how our teams set -up, manage, 
and analyze platform activations. Encore+ is an 
approach that allows us to work in the manner in which 
the ‘walled gardens’ force us to work, but to do so in a 
strategic fashion that allows the effective extraction of 
data in a uniform and consistent manner.

Measure Consistently and Analyze in Depth: Whether 
an advanced attribution model evaluated in real-time or 
infrequent media mix modeling, our measurement efforts 
maximize the extraordinary steps we take from Encore+ 
to set-up, buy, and optimize our campaigns to extract 
maximum intelligence about the impact of one channel 
or platform or tactic to overall marketing success. And 
since platforms continue to evolve, we monitor and 
measure obsessively – ensuring marketing success 
continues to grow more effective and efficient through 
our efforts.

Constantly Test and Learn and Improve: What worked 
yesterday in our platform may (and oftentimes does) 
change tomorrow – competitors get smarter, auction 
activity fluctuates, and platform capabilities continue to 
evolve constantly. To achieve ongoing success for our 
clients, our teams leverage client-specific Test and Learn 
agendas to continually push our campaigns forward. 
These will include platform tests, different ways to 
reach new audiences, or tactics shared across test and 
control platforms to maximize measurement and impact 
analysis.

Yes, we appreciate that it’s difficult and a series of inter-
linked steps to blend together search and social efforts 
– but we believe it is essential to do so for our clients. If 
you have more detailed questions about how we do this 
within Reprise Digital, we’re certainly happy to have a 
follow-up conversation to show you.

A POV by Reprise

It is always surprising to hear 
clients ask ‘What is the value of 
an integrated Search and Social 
offering’? And then challenge us 
directly – ‘.. but these are ‘walled 
gardens’ – how do you actually do 
it?’

The answer for us always starts 
with, ‘if you’re not doing it already 
– why aren’t you working with 

us?’ as the reality is that we 
believe it is essential for these key 
digital platforms to work together 
effectively. Digital consumer 
journeys are so seamless today that 
you cannot make an impact to your 
business without pulling together 
insights and intelligence across your 
search and social efforts.

So how do we do this?

Industry-Leading Expertise: For 
starters, Reprise Digital is comprised 

of experts in key digital platforms 
– Google, Facebook, Snapchat, 
Amazon, Bing, Pinterest, Twitter, 
Apple, Reddit, and LinkedIn. 
Whether it’s a search on Google.com 
or within the Apple app – or placing 
videos across YouTube, Instagram, 
or Pinterest – our teams know how 
best to activate it and measure it for 
impact.

As consumer digital behavior becomes more unified across platforms, such as what is seen in 
China (search, social media, messaging, payments, shopping, chat, video all under the same 
umbrella), executing unified campaigns across all direct digital formats will become more and 
more attractive to brands. Search and social advertising formats are taking most incremental 
global spend for a reason – because that is where the consumers are and those are the formats 
making an impact that is immediate and measurable. Convenience is the driver of a desire 
for integration from consumers. From the brand side of the equation, ease of use, data scale, 
flexibility, reach, and accountability are all drivers towards digital concentration.

Executing Search and Social Together

The Value of Integrating 
Paid Search and Social Media
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About Reprise

Certifications

Our Global Partners

At Reprise, we’re reinventing digital experiences everywhere, every day. With end-to-end capabilities 
that include search, social media, content creation, product and web development, eRetail and strategy, 

we cut to the core of what truly drives customers by providing a holistic digital-first approach. Armed 
with intelligent insights and an audience-first approach, our expert team of specialists deliver integrated 
initiatives that help the world’s biggest brands connect to the people who drive their business forward – 

efficiently and effectively.

Reprise is part of the Mediabrands division of the Interpublic Group (NYSE: IPG). 
To learn more about how we can empower your business, visit reprisedigital.com. 

Media Creative Product CommerceStrategy Data

Our tools

About DXA
DXA (Digital Experience Audit) is a significant product of Reprise. 

This tool enables Reprise to stand apart from competitors by offering unrivalled 
standardization, governance and transparency of agency practices. This helps to set 
the foundation that ensures best-in-class practices for planning and executing client 
campaigns, which impacts overall efficiencies and client returns. In the digital industry, 
DXA will provide the competitive edge, as well as build consistency at scale, which will 
prove a differentiator for Reprise. 

Clients will be able to see each step in the lifecycle of a campaign and get a full picture view of the 
momentum and overall success. 

“The heart of DXA is an auditing platform that looks at specific digital channels including paid search 
and social, organic search, and mobile”, said Benjamin Bonnet, Head of Search Reprise.  “DXA was 
designed so that over the course of an audit the progress of a campaign can be monitored to pinpoint 
areas of concern early on, allowing the agency to make changes quickly and efficiently. This can make 
all the difference in the world when it comes to gauging the overall success of a campaign. As DXA 
continues to evolve, additional audit channels will be added to make the product even stronger.”

DXA not only benefits 
clients by providing 
standardization and 
competitive insights, 
but it takes the auditing 
process to an entirely 
new level and measures 
overall performance, 
as well as progress. 

WHAT DOES IT DO? WHAT'S THE BENEFIT FOR CLIENTS?

Our best practice methodology and toolset
which ensures optimal biddable performance. Efficiency consistency and best practices

Visualization and auditing tool Insight into customer experience and customers
journeys.

Feed management tool Creates perfect alignment between live product offering
and marketing.

Measurement, reporting and insights tool. Understanding performance data across channels.

Reprise Contributors:
Author: Charlie Davison, SEO Director EMEA, Reprise 

Benjamin Bonnet, Head of Search, Reprise Belgium

Noelle Stevens, Trade Marketing Director
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MAGNA Contributors: 

Author: Luke Stillman, SVP Digital Intelligence

Editor: Vincent Letang, EVP, Director of Forecasting

About IPG Mediabrands
IPG Mediabrands was founded by Interpublic Group (NYSE: IPG) in 2007 to manage all of its 
global media related assets. 
IPG Mediabrands is a new world agency group designed with dynamic marketing at its core. 
Our speed, agility and data smarts ensure we continue to create growth for many of the world’s 
biggest brands. IPG Mediabrands’ network of agencies includes UM, Initiative, Reprise, Magna 
Global, Rapport and the IPG Media Lab.  
IPG Mediabrands. Dynamic by Design. 

MAGNA is the centralized IPG Mediabrands resource that develops intelligence, investment 
and innovation strategies for agency teams and clients. We utilize our insights, forecasts and 
strategic relationships to provide clients with a competitive marketplace advantage.
MAGNA harnesses the aggregate power of all IPG media investments to create leverage in the 
market, negotiate preferred pricing and secure premium inventory to drive maximum value for 
our clients. The MAGNA Investment and Innovation teams architect go-to-market investment 
strategies across all channels including linear television, print, digital and programmatic on 
behalf of IPG clients. The team focuses on the use of emerging media opportunities, as well as 
data and technology-enabled solutions to drive optimal client performance and business results.
MAGNA Intelligence has set the industry standard for more than 60 years by predicting the 
future of media value. The MAGNA Intelligence team produces more than 40 annual reports on 
audience trends, media spend and market demand as well as ad effectiveness. To access full 
reports and databases or to learn more about our subscription-based research services, contact 
forecasting@magnaglobal.com.

All work is property of MAGNA and cannot be used or reproduced by any person or company for 
direct commercial activities without written authorization.

© 2018 MAGNA, New York, NY, USA –All Rights Reserved
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